RESULTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FROM THE SOFIA SEMINAR

I. General outcomes
I.A General outcomes to the transitional period
1. Implementation of EESSI should occur as soon as possible – sector by
sector with coordinated bilateral and multilateral agreements.
2. There should be clear rules on how to proceed during the transitional
period, taking into account all aspects – legal, administrative, technical.
3. Must be a coordinated and transparent access to EESSI during the
transitional period.
4. The precise definition of T0 is needed.
I.B General outcomes to the implementation EESSI
5. There should be provided detailed clear and comprehensive technical
manuals with examples with updated versions.
6. The problematic with the transliteration should be clarified both from
technical and business side.
7. There should be sufficient EC resources to reply on time and make
updates to documentation.
8. The project partnes recommends deeper and more comprehensive
business testing.
9. Development road map (AC 490 Annex 1) should be clarified in the sense
of explanation of each JIRA ticket.
I.C General outcomes to the secure policy
10. There should be a new possibility to define more roles in WEBIC /for
security purposes/.

II. Proposals to all project countries
1. All project countries should keep working actively towards EESSI even in
the perspective of extension of the transitional period.
2. We should cooperate closer between national seminars.

III. Recommendations to Bulgaria
1. Deepening and continuing the coordination between experts of the
different institutions, EESSI projects and sectors.
2. To utilize membership in the testing group in order to express Bulgarian
needs.
3. To review decision to use WEBIC and not the initial application.
IV. Other remarks to Bulgaria
1. Other project countries found out a huge positive progress in the
Bulgarian National EESSI project since the Helsinki seminar in April 2011.
V. Issues for the next national seminar
1. National training plans
2. Review of the recommendations we’ve made already in Helsinki and
Sofia.
3. Exchange of “good practices” from the management of the national
EESSI projects.

